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See everything that happened during the show, with the best highlights of the VIVOTEK FIFA 22 gameplay reveal. Sebastien Haller, FIFA Executive Producer: "We are so excited to introduce VIVOTEK on the showfloor today. EA Sports is the pioneer of real player motion capture in video games and with FIFA 20, we added the full capability
of what a live-action player can do. The first part of our journey is to combine these two technologies." Diogo Faria, FIFA Lead Gameplay Designer: "Bringing motion capture data into our game is one of the most challenging aspects of creating FIFA, but this is where the magic happens. We've been using VIVOTEK in our studios for the

last two years and are continuously refining how we use motion capture data to improve gameplay. The FIFA team is also very excited to further enhance our gameplay with VIVOTEK." Phil Bosco, VP, EA Sports: “We’re very excited to debut VIVOTEK on the showfloor today. By building the hardware that can capture real-life player
movements, we are also opening up a whole new way for us to use real player data in our game. With VIVOTEK’s advancements, we can create even more authentic experiences in-game and we are super excited to show the world how we’re making this happen.” The VIVOTEK FIFA 22 gameplay reveal will occur at EA Play in Hollywood

on Monday, June 18th at 11:00 AM PT/2:00 PM ET. Features Motion Capturing This year, we added a new capability that allows us to capture the movements of an entire team on the pitch and display it in-game. One of the key features of the in-game movement is that it allows us to truly experience what a player is doing in a game
situation like getting to a free kick, changing pace to score a goal or making a shot on goal. Animations Motion captures also gives us the opportunity to create animations for every position in the pitch. In FIFA 22, we got the ball into the air, and for the first time in the game, players in the air can do full 360-degree flips. For each kick,

throw or pass, we created animations that are tied to in-game actions. You can make a throw, receive, backheel and

Fifa 22 Features Key:

One club. Play as your favorite player, manager or create your own club and customize your team in EA SPORTS™ FIFA Ultimate Team. Build your squad, get cosmetic rewards and earn medals & coins to spend in game.
The most realistic controls. The introduction of TouchPass™ IQ, True Player Instincts and TouchEngine enables pitch reactions and more foot to ball reactions on the ball for authentic ball movement. Now you can effortlessly time your run and control the flight of the ball with TouchPass IQ.
FIFA 22 introduces a brand-new, immersive match engine and innovative AI.
AI Now reads-off more players and defends more dynamic without necessarily taking his feet off the ground. More solid-looking dribbles and dynamic defensive lines, especially for players shooting off the ball
FIFA 22 introduces Bright Lightning technology allowing you to see gameplay in all its natural clarity.
New set piece routines include the Cross and Freekick.
Every secondary objective now has a meaningful impact on gameplay including the restart of the game. For example, cut-backs and long shots, direct free kicks, wall passes and corners.
FIFA 22 allows for configurable tactical play: use Classic, Tactical, and Attacking styles, along with setting the Defensive Style and Settings Play Style.
Team Flow now exists for developers to customize the flow of the game. Fans can experience tweaks & new AI controlled player patterns.
Online Connectivity Allows you to play against other players online through XBox Live.
Experimental FIFA Soccer 7-on-7 competitions will start in the summer
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EA SPORTS FIFA Soccer Returns Fifa 22 Activation Code is the most authentic football experience, featuring authentic player animation, authentic atmosphere, player intelligence and a renewed focus on tactics, skills, and ball control to make the game faster, smoother, and more exciting. FIFA 21 Features Adidas 2014 FIFA World Cup
Ultimate Fan Pack - Ultimate Fan pack available in early FIFA releases for players to try new in-game content. Fan Fests - Fan Fests are lifestyle events within the game that celebrate fan culture and happen every season. Improved 3D Broadcast Technology - The new 3D broadcast technology pulls graphics from the background, similar

to what our players and spectators see, instead of keeping them still on top of the player. Moments in Time - Moments in Time brings years of important moments in global football right to your screen. You can interact with the moments and witness moments from your favorite players' perspective. New Commentary Debuting this
Season - Commentary debuts on the development of the game, taking players inside the work on the pitch and providing an insight into how the English language has evolved in football since FIFA 21 was released. More Fulfilling Fan Experience - Experiences such as the Official Fan Fest, which is a live concert inside the stadium, or the
match day experience within the stadium, are now even more player-focused to make those moments more rewarding than ever. Silky-Smooth Player Movement - Player's animations are silky-smooth and far more responsive, making them more believable on the pitch. Many firsts come to FIFA Football. Players use their intelligence on

the pitch to make more intuitive and organic decisions. Ever-More Proactive - Instant chemistry is a real-time part of the game, constantly evolving and shaping the way players feel about each other. More Intuitive Player Controls - Players use a new sprint, and smarter dribbling which now feels more natural. New Control Schemes -
Defending from an off-the-ball run is now more authentic and dynamic, and new skill moves are used to create space for goal scoring. Neymar back in Brazil - Brazil forward Neymar has made his return to the national team, celebrating his recovery from the knee injury he suffered in the 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil™. FIFA Heads All-Star

Fan Fests When: 8:00 AM PT - 8:00 PM PT, 11: bc9d6d6daa
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Features more than 700 different player and building cards, including over 60 brand new stars, from all the leagues in the game. Take your collection of the world’s greatest players onto the pitch and compete against your friends in different game modes and rulesets New Skill Tricks - New skills give you new ways to improve your game,
with more impact than ever before. These moves are created through your mastery of real-world skills, the enhancement of player intelligence, and a comprehensive upgrade of the game’s control systems. New Player Intelligence – As your players gain experience and improve, the AI players around them will train and evolve as well,
helping you progress. New Ways to Interact With the Game – The improved new Player Intelligence will make decisions based on the way you play, giving you the ability to advance your playing style as you play. New Formation Control System – A new system has been introduced to give you more control of the flow and timing of your
attacks. Attacking moves are now more responsive and more fluid, giving your team the opportunity to excel in tactics and game styles you can control. New Conveyor System – With this new system players have a direct connection with the ball, allowing them to move and dribble with the ball in more realistic ways. New Goalkeeper

System – New goalkeepers face tough challenges and face serious consequences for good and poor decisions, with feedback in the form of ref ratings that affect the outcome of games and global statistics. New Manager Game Mechanics - New features to help you improve your coaching acumen, including an improved Tactics tab, Goal
Generator, and more. CONFIGURATION – Improved configurations. – New User Interface settings. – New rendering settings. OS Support – Uses new graphics rendering technologies from the Apple® Metal® framework. – Uses new graphics rendering technologies from the AppSupport. – Uses new rendering technologies from Metal

extensions added to the OpenGL ES 2.0 Core Profile. – Uses new rendering technologies from Metal extensions added to the OpenGL ES 3.0 Core Profile. – Supports all iOS devices: iPhone®, iPad® and iPod touch®. RELEASE NOTES – REQUIRED UPDATE FOR THE GAME. – AVOID ANY PREVIOUS UPDATES OF THE GAME. – DOWNLOAD THE
GAME FROM iTUNES AND THE APP

What's new:

System-wide: 50 new players, including several new Brazilians. The same beloved FIFA Ultimate Team features, such as FIFA Points and Team of the Year awards, have been enhanced with new releases and
content. All formational and behavioral attributes have been modified or added to bring each player closer to the real-life analogs
Career: Featuring “HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match, and more ways to progress and achieve.
Gameplay: New tactics that allow you to drive your way into the box more naturally and then smartly set up the resulting attack. Unprecedented functionalities, like shadow player and innovative Tactical
Defending.
AI: New interaction with players, goalkeepers and assistants, tailored and adapted during gameplay based on the current status of the match. More versatile AI opponents and creators.
Misc: New commentary modes, Extra Time, Introducing New Feature, Player Meet'n'say, and more
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the world’s most authentic football game. Combining legendary club teams from around the globe, FIFA is the most popular sport in the world and the highest grossing sports game series of all
time. FIFA is the reason why so many people play football. With modes like Fifa World Cup™, FIFA World Class™, and FIFA Ultimate Team™, FIFA provides a platform for anyone to play the beautiful game in a

unique way. Create your team and experience the thrill of official matches on the pitch. Choose your play style, build a unique and authentic football club, and play how you want to play. FIFA lets you build the
ultimate team, compete in official matches from around the world, and experience the ultimate football experience. FIFA on Facebook EA SPORTS has launched FIFA on Facebook, our first global social community

platform that enables you to play with and compete against friends from around the world in more ways than ever. Explore the community and create your Ultimate Team. Play in live, weekly tournaments. And
share your best moments with FIFA World Cup™ Moments. Live Match-Day Events – FIFA World Cup™ Moments Find out when FIFA World Cup™ Moments are taking place and upload your best FIFA World Cup™

Moments from matches played in the official FIFA World Cup™ tournament to add to the official tournament rankings. See how your friends are doing, and invite them to play in official FIFA World Cup™ Moments to
earn EA Points. Enter-to-Win Contests The sheer volume of activities on FIFA on Facebook has seen us launch our first enter-to-win contest. Players are invited to run a Football Bingo game on FIFA on Facebook
that is fully integrated into the game, for the chance to win prizes. Facebook Playlists We are also using FIFA on Facebook to provide football action and activities from around the world to all Facebook users.

Football content on FIFA on Facebook includes official match broadcasts from UEFA club competitions, FA Cup, League Cup and Europa League games, plus an assortment of friendly and unofficial games. Featured
Events We have also introduced a new Featured Events section in FIFA on Facebook. This section will appear in the Home tab, and will provide a small amount of guaranteed content to users. Features We are also

providing more features to help players from around the world connect and play football together. For example, players can now search for friends and make new friendships based on their
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